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AbstrAct

Team reflexivity, or the extent to which teams reflect upon and modify their functioning, has attracted much recent re-
search attention. In the current paper, we identify several predictors as well as consequences of reflexivity by reviewing 
the last decade of literature on team reflexivity. It is observed that team characteristics such as trust and psychological 
safety among group members, a shared vision, and diversity as well as leadership style of the team’s supervisor influence 
the level of reflexivity. In addition, team reflexivity is related to a team’s output in terms of innovation, effectiveness, and 
creativity. Explanations for these effects are discussed and a model including all current findings is presented.
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1  Introduction

Teams are often important building blocks of successful organizations, especially for organizations that operate 
in dynamic environments. Team-based organizations can respond quickly and effectively in the fast-changing 
environments, they enable organizations to develop and deliver products and services quickly and cost effectively, 
enable organizations to learn, and promote positive outcomes such as creativity, innovation, etc. (Cohen & Bailey, 
1997; West, 2004). In order to work effectively, however, it is important for teams to coordinate actions of team 
members. West and his colleagues identified reflexivity as an important determinant of effectiveness of complex 
decision-making teams (West, 1996; West, Garrod, & Carletta, 1997). West stated that when members collectively 
„reflect upon their objectives, strategies, processes and wider environments; plan to adapt these aspects of their 
task functional worlds and make changes accordingly, teams will be more effective“ (West, 2000, p. 151).

An important aim of this paper is therefore to give an overview of recent developments regarding reflexivity. 
We will start by defining and explaining the theoretical underpinnings of the construct, review the past decade of 
empirical findings and conclude with a model of what has been found so far.

Definition of Reflexivity
Reflexivity as a group level construct is defined as „the extent to which group members overtly reflect upon, and 
communicate about the group’s objectives, strategies (e.g., decision-making) and processes (e.g., communication), 
and adapt them to current or anticipated circumstances“ (West, 2000, p. 296). Swift and West (1998) distinguished 
between task and social reflexivity. Task reflexivity refers to reflexive behaviors with respect to the team’s task. 
Social reflexivity refers to the extent teams reflect on the social processes within the teams. In his later work (e.g., 
2000), West no longer distinguished between these two forms of reflexivity. Also, most research to date focuses on 
task reflexivity. In comparison to reflexive teams, non-reflexive teams show little awareness of the team objectives, 
strategies and the environment in which they operate. Such teams are inclined to be reactive rather than proactive 
and react defensively in case of environmental threat. Reflexive teams plan in more detail, pay more attention to 
long-term consequences and have a larger inventory of environmental cues to which they respond (West, 2000).
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